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pagne, through which passed the high road from north to
south, and which was in- close contact with central France
and western Germany. Here, by the second half of the
twelfth century, fairs were held almost continuously through-
out the year, and at them a regular code of international law
was instituted, to which the merchants of all countries
adhered; a credit system was also instituted, the debts at
one fair being carried forward to the next. Thus commercial
development was materially enhanced, fostered by the inter-
ested solicitude of the count.
Commerce
and the
revival of
town life
Commerce then, both by water and by land, was one of
the principal causes of the revival of town life and also of
the creation of new towns. Access to the sea was responsible
for the early development of the towns in the Low Countries
and in the Rhine district of Germany. It was responsible •
for the foundation of Lubeck by count Adolf of Holstein,
and again for its forcible acquisition by Henry the Lion, since
he realised its commercial possibilities. Barcelona was a
thriving port in the twelfth century, in commercial contact
with Italy, and, under its counts and later the kings of Aragon,
linked up with the towns of South France. Bordeaux, in
the midst of a vine-growing country and situated on a navig-
able river, was a natural centre of the wine trade. Paris
owed both its political and its economic importance to its
geographical situation. The Northmen had sailed up the
Seine, and the counts of Paris had been able to defend them-
selves on the island on which the town of Paris had its begin-
nings. The fact that the counts of Paris became kings of
France made it the capital of the kingdom, but the use of
its river as a highway would have assured its commercial
position in any case ; the most important of its corporations
was that of the Marchands de VEau, which in the twelfth
century was endowed with a royal charter. Towns also
tended to spring up at the junction of routes, where rivers
met (as at Lyons and Mayence), or where they could be
bridged or forded, or again where high roads intersected. At
these natural meeting-places merchants established depots
and men came together to exchange their goods, so that a
Other causes ^S11^ settlement was eventually created,
tor the rise There were towns, of course, especially in Italy and the
<rf towns South of France, which even in the darkest age never lost

